ETV4INNOVATION is 28 months long EC funded project VET Strategic Partnership
under Erasmus+ programme.
It has been designed with the aim to support the development and the
implementation of an innovative practice and a new training path in the field of
Environmental Technology Verification (ETV).

ETV4INNOVATION ACTIVITIES AND CURRENT PROGRESS
The ETV4INNOVATION project is currently designing and developing the ETV4INNOVATION
Joint Curricula - open-access e-Learning modules aiming to help eco-technology developers
gain an in-depth understanding of the Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) scheme,
providing them with knowledge and resources to facilitate the procedure of obtaining ETV
Statement of Verification for the eco-technologies they market.
Hence, during the last several months the ETV4INNOVATION consortium worked on to compile
the ETV4INNOVATION Joint Curriculum. The intellectual output 2 (IO2) has analysed and
defined the most suitable curriculum according to the target groups needs defined during the
implementation of IO1. The Joint Curriculum has been designed in terms of the necessary areas
of knowledge, with the aim to fit the variety of job profiles and the target industries of the
ETV4INNOVATION project. It was done by identifying the learning outcomes that the proposed
training content requires, as well as the training units addressing the specific needs of certain job
profiles.
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The number of modules is defined on the basis of the main conclusions derived from the report
regarding the lack of skills and knowledge of SMEs and other ETV stakeholders. Based on the
conclusions from IO1, different learning outcomes and training materials were formulated. The
supporting units are constructed and organised in a coherent way.
Three main modules were defined and the related learning outcomes are described below:
Module 1: Basic aspects of verification of environmental technology
understand what ETV is and the purpose of this verification;
know the different entities involved in ETV ;
know and apply the basic vocabulary related to ETV ;
know and indicate people and entities that could benefit from ETV ;
know ETV EU standards and other basic documents related to ETV ;
know and identify the ETV features.
Module 2. Environmental Technology Verification procedure
describe application of technology through a given examples;
define entrance parameters dedicated to certain technology area;
choose and specify data needed for successfull application: matrix, purpose, specific
operational conditions for technology given as an example;
identify eligibility criteria;
characterize groups of criteria’s: environmental added value; innovation level; relevance to
user needs;
fulfilment the legal regulations, determine affiliation to technology areas.
describe what documents are deliverable of each steps of verification;
indicate initial parameters and assess verifiable of technologies;
express in a specific and unambiguous way using absolute measurable figures so that
only one interpretation is possible;
reflect the needs and requirements of the users for specific applications at specific
operational conditions;
know conditions of publication statement of verification.
Module 3. The ETV programme as a commercial tool on domestic and international
markets
identify and indicate the ETV benefits in terms of commerce and sales ;
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identify the different technology readiness levels (TRL);
identify the minimum requirements in terms of Technology Readiness to obtain an ETV ;
identify the benefits of clients buying ETV products, process or service ;
create and integrate a marketing plan for an ETV product, process or service ;
create map and define actual needs in technologies area ;
identify and analyse some ETV success cases.
Introductory videos providing an innovative and interactive introduction about ETV and hence
engaging more people as users of the ETV4INNOVATION training content will be also
integrated. The open access E-learning platform that will host the course will also alsp offer a
number of other interactive tools.
Assesment:
After completing each lecture, users will be subjected to a questionnaire/quiz in order to
check their skills, whether students will receive a certain number of points for each
answer. Once getting the required number of points the users will pass the training module
with a positive grade.
After completing the course, each learner will be required to complete a general quiz
based on the topics presented during the implementation of the whole course. A positive
test result will entitle the users to receive a confirmation certificate.

INTERVIEW with Anders Tange, PurFil®
Purfil Aps - an ETV4INNOVATION
project partner
Mr. Anders Tange is the CEO of the Danish innovative company PurFil® ApS,
founded in 2012.
In the 3rd issue of the ETV4INNOVATION newsletter Mr. Tange is going to provide
information about its company and also about the Purrot® technology, which
obtained Environmental Technology Verification Statement of Verification in 2016.
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Mr. Tange, would you introduce PurFil® ApS and the Purrot technology?
PurFil® ApS (Ltd.) is an innovative company, established in 2012. We are developing and
market new innovative separation modules (Environmental Technologies) for mostly husbandries
and private and public WasteWater Treatment Plants (WWTP), which “Do Not use chemicals”.
Related to this, I have more than 25 years of experience in innovative developments: “This to
secure our climate and environment better conditions, so we both protect ourselves, and
especially, (because of much to many years with worldwide pollution), our children and
grandchildren”. Since many countries around “the World” have finally realized, that we must
reduce the consumption of chemicals, reduce the dangerous emissions destroying the Ozon
layer and energy consumption and do more for recycling nutrients from farmlands husbandry, so
we also tomorrow will have drinkable groundwater, we needs to optimize the “Close Loop for
recycling” – Someone calls it as well “Circular Economy”, since mostly money has until now
“controlled” our behaviour towards the Environment.
The PURROT® -module, which we have developed and optimized since we started the company, has
been through an EU-ETV Verification. It is a new purely mechanical separation module for liquid waste.
It is an innovative base module, combining / integrating 5 “known” technologies into one. Most of the
used / known technologies are “normally” using chemicals - like polymers (= micro-plastic) and
coagulants (like Iron and Aluminium) - when they are working separately / independently, but combined
as the PURROT® -module, we don’t need these.
Further, we have our PURUF® Ultra Filtration -module, placed after the PURROT® -as an add-on
module for a further / finer separation. This module is going through the ETV -procedure as well here in
2019 for testing and approving especially the modules ability to reduce (and concentrate) the content of
Phosphorus and organic Nitrogen in the filtrate from the PURROT® -module, treating manure from
husbandry as well as industrial wastewater.

Why did you decide to go through ETV verification procedure with your product Purrot®?
We did the ETV Verification of two reasons. Both to get the Verification Unit to test our newly
developed separation module with the authorized laboratory, so we got professional / extra
manpower support at the different test sites.
Furthermore, we expected “optimistic” that the expected positive test results could be included in
our marketing, when we can tell the potential costumers, that the module's properties do not
come from our own tests, but from a publicly authorized and independent test unit.
Which environmental and performance parameters did you verify during the verification
process ?
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We were testing the separation of different sorts of “manure”, meaning sow and cow manure and
as well digestate from a biogas plant with different sorts of manure and other sorts of biomass
like straw and grass. This related to the module’ ability to reduce (and concentrate) Total Solid
(TS), Volatile / Volatile Solid (VS), and the nutrients Nitrogen (both Ammonia-N and Total N),
Total Phosphorus (TP) and Total Potassium (TK). Further the consumption of electric power each
ton of treated material.
How long did it take you to receive an ETV Statement of Verification? Could you describe
the main steps?
1. Applying for the public Grant: 3 months.
2. Making the Verification contract with Verification Body (VB): 1 month.
3. Preparing the test period. 5 months.
4. Doing the verification in the field with the Verification Unit (VU): 8 months (was from the

beginning expected to be 6 weeks).
5. Delivering the Test Rapport from the VU: 4 months.
6. Having the Statement of Verification from the VB: 5 months.

What were the main benefits for you company after achieving the ETV Statement of
Verification? Did you obtain more benefits in terms of sales, number of clients contacting
your company, etc.?
Foreign companies started within one month contacting us. First, from Holland (manure
separation) and China (public WWTP), but it was later realized, that it was just “Copy page” companies / competitors, why you must take care very much after the Statement publication at
the EU Commission’s website.
Only very few private customers know about the ETV Verification, so the EU website is mainly
used by manufacturers, advisors a researchers.
Same time, if we as “Statement owners” bring a reference to the EU-ETV-Statement during our
marketing, we must explain what it is, to (in our case) any of the farmers we visit.
Meanwhile, more and more Public WWTP’s is starting to know about the ETV and some of our
potential customers has shown interest to the ETV Verification, since our sales arguments are,
that what we tells them related to our products “behaviour”, is not just a “sales pitch”, but results
tested and signed by the public institute (the VU and VB).
Would you recommend the ETV Statement of Verification to other innovative companies?
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Yes! Since we as one of the first companies in Europe did the ETV in 2014, the group of
potential customers and advisors has gained increasing knowledge of the ETV.
And I expect as well, that when we can present the add on PURUF® -module as ETV Verified,
then the customers will show more interested in “What’s the ETV?”

DISSEMINATION AND PROMOTION ACTIVITIES

The ETV4INNOVATION Consortium took part in various dissemination events during the
last several months, namely:
15th SEE EE&RES and Save the Planet Exhibition, Sofia (16th - 18th , April, 2019)
Green Synergy Cluster took part within the 15th South-East Europe Energy Efficiency and
Renewable exhibition, Save the Planet exhibition and Smart Cities, held in Sofia between 16-
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18th April, 2019. The event was a good opportunity to disseminate information about the
Environmental Technology Verification process and ETV4INNOVATION project, as there
were over 110 exhibitors and over 3400 international visitors, including managers from the
Ecology sector, recycling and waste management sector, the energy and renewables field, etc.
The ETV4INNOVATION project was disseminated among companies dealing with:
production of flexible fabric made from 100% recycled PET bottles;
shredders and granulators that reduce energy consumption by up to 30%;
machines for processing and recycling of construction waste ;
bio-waste treatment and energy recovery equipment;
technology for energy recovery of non-recyclable waste, etc.
Institute of Technology and Life Sciences at the GREENPOWER expo in Poznan
May, 2019) 14th, -16th
From 14-16th May, the Institute of Technology and Life Sciences participated with an exhibition
stand within the GREENPOWER international exhibiton, taking place in Poznan, Poland. The
event served as a platform for many interesting conversations regarding the ETV4INNOVATION
project and the Environmental Technology Verification process. During the event ITP actively
disseminated information about the ETV4INNOVATION project.
CETEM at the 58th Furniture Fair of Yecla, Spain (7th -10th, May, 2019)
CETEM attended the Furniture Fair of Yecla from 7th to 10 May; this Fair is the oldest and the
most traditional one of Spain, where CETEM presented ETV4INNOVATION to the different
attendants from furniture and related sectors

MEET THE ETV4INNOVATION PARTNERS
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FOLLOW ETV4INNOVATION

ETV4INNOVATION has been funded with support from the Erasmus+ programme of the
European Commission.

Copyright © ETV4INNOVATION, All rights reserved.
This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for
any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
Our mailing address is:
etv4innovation@inventya.com
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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